Used Dodge Transmissions Receive New Year Pricing at North American
Transmission Company Website
Used Dodge transmissions are now under pricing for the new year at the Preowned
Transmissions company. These Dodge builds are packaged with 2014 exclusive pricing for
domestic buyers.
Sandusky, OH (PRWEB) January 05, 2014 -- The Dodge brand of the Chrysler company remains one of the
strong points in sales each year in the North American market, according to auto industry data. The Preowned
Transmissions company sells replacement Dodge gearboxes and is now pairing these units with new year
pricing. All used Dodge transmissions in stock are eligible for this new sale pricing at
http://preownedtransmissions.com.
This announced sale price structure for all inventory shipped in the United States applies to the different
standard and automatic editions that are available for retail sale. These additions include many of the vintage
TorqueFlite gearboxes that are designed with A series part numbers in the company inventory.
This modification to Dodge pricing online at the Preowned Transmissions company is due partly to the changes
that have taken place in the supply chain. Partners added towards the close of 2013 have helped to enable the
new discounts applied to the for sale inventory.
"The new partners are responsible for the late model and vintage builds now found in stock on our website,"
said one source at the PreownedTransmissions.com company.
The reduced sale prices for used Dodge automotive transmissions now reported online is connected to the
recent discounts offered in the Chevrolet inventory at the Preowned Transmissions company. Because some
units available were produced by New Venture Gear, the price levels for Dodge and Chevrolet are now equal
for the NV series gearboxes promoted online.
"The research systems that we utilize online for customers have virtually removed the need for contacting
customer service staff by telephone to discover inventory or price updates," the source included.
The online tools that are currently enabled for public use at the PreownedTransmissions.com website are
responsible for generating the updated pricing for each unit in stock. This set of tools is now available to supply
information about company warranty policies to consumers considering a gearbox purchase online.
Additional decreases in price through the 2014 year are now in the planning stages to provide a better range of
discounts for U.S. buyers who purchase used transmissions on the Internet.
About PreownedTransmissions.com
The PreownedTransmissions.com company discounts the entire inventory of replacement gearboxes for sale
online. This company automates the updates on its website to ensure that any researcher is presented with the
absolute lowest pricing possible for any in stock unit. The PreownedTransmissions.com company has increased
the size of its distribution partners in 2014 to ensure that all buyers have access to foreign and American
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produced transmission units online. The online quotation system and toll-free telephone number used by this
company offer instant support solutions.
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Contact Information
Gregory Mills
PreownedTransmissions.com
http://www.preownedtransmissions.com
+1 (866) 320-1182 Ext: 3
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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